BLURRING SCALES
CONCEPT STATEMENT:
Creating a contextual dialogue between
the trilogy of Manhattan’s complex urban
character, environmental challenges and
an aging office building calls for a drastic
transformation. From being a passive envelope to be an interactive/performative envelope responding to multiple parameters.

What is proposed here is not merely a transformation on the scale of building’s facade,
instead, it is a multi-faceted transformation
on various scales:
* Facade’s skin transformation for better
energy performance and occupants’ spatial experience.
* Street line façade transformation into
an interactive edge,
* Skyline/roof transformation into a social
gathering elevated platform.
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*Limited street width
* buildings are too proximate

CONTEXT ANALYSIS:
Analyzing the context; buildings’ frontages within the urban block are regulated according to a given line (red lines). It was noted that the building's facades are setback from that
regulating line, where an excessive area of the property is left over, and an elevated landscaped platform is surrounding the building. This area plays a crucial role in the design
concept. It represents the acute segregation between the building and the city, which we aim to blur or dissolve in order to give back this space to the city so that the isolation disappears and the building edge became an interactive attractive edge.

VIEWS POSSIBILITY:
Manhattan streets are full of hi-rise buildings stacked together into a relatively high
dense urban fabric. The views towards the exterior cityscape cannot be achieved
due to proximity between buildings and due to the steep space height ratio. The
real exterior views are considered either the street or the sky views in addition to the
longitudinal perspective of streets and avenues of Manhattan.

PRESERVING MEMORY OF THE CITY:
Although, this aging building is affecting the environment and increases the carbon emission. Nevertheless, it contributes to the mental image of the city. People have memories in this area. It might have shown up in a movie or in an artwork. Some others have worked
there for years. It has a value –in one way or another- and we cannot erase the value that lasted for 60 years while reducing its Carbon footprint. We chose to maintain part of the building as a memory of the original place. In the same time, the rest of the transformative
façade has followed the Rhythm and Module used in the original façade character

Modular built-up unitized curtain wall
system. The outer layer is composed
of doubled layered electrochromic
glass. Assembled in factory, and installed on site, to maximize efficiency, achieve precise and tight sections.
We chose to maintain part of the building
as a memory of the original place. It has a
clear glass casing offset from the original
curtain wall with 60 cm. It also offers an
uninterrupted open view to Madison Sq.
Park.
The design suggests reviving the abandoned roof on the 12th floor. we preceive
it as the main connector that brings the
inhabitants altogether, to socialize and
communicate. this contributes to mental
and social well-being. Proposed activities
may include: a casual lounge, outdoor
GYM, Restaurant, meeting rooms with
various sizes...etc.

....THE DESIGN HAS INTENDED TO TRANSFORM A CONVENTIONAL OFFICE BUILDING
INTO A MIXED-USE FACILITY WHERE WORK
IS ASSOCIATED WITH FUN, EAT, PLAY, COMMUNICATE, ENTERTAIN AND SOCIALIZE.
A Landscaped Quadruple height arcade
provides a sanctuary for pedestrians
during harsh climatic conditions and encourages extended communal activities
and social cohesion.

DESIGN INTENT NARRATIVE

The Entrance is left intentionally as the
original design to maintain the mental image of the building at the public mind.
- FACADE’S SKIN TRANSFORMATION: for better energy performance, where the new skin shall be performative; i.e. in summer, it shall reduce heat gain and allows for natural ventilation; provide enough sun shading without decreasing the daylight. In winter; it shall
insulate the interior space from harsh cold temperature and preserve the warm interior temperature from being wasted through heat exchange with the outdoor temperature. It also shall provide warmth through a controlled volume of trapped air which causes a greenhouse
effect as it is subjected to direct sunlight. Moreover, it shall not sacrifice the daylight, instead to increase its efficiency by the use of light reflectors. In addition to increasing the visibility of the exterior environment. The design concept proposes a modular built-up unitized
curtain wall system which contains an extended steel platform -in what we have called the terrace-. This indoor terrace is sand-wiched between two layers of glazing systems each is double glazed. The outer layer is composed of doubled layered electrochromic glass
which is a smart glass that is electronically tintable, can be directly controlled by the occupants to improve their thermal comfort, maximizes access to daylight and outdoor views, while reducing energy consumption. The inner layer is also double glazed clear glass that
maximize the efficiency of the insulation achieved by the built-up system. Occupants shall enjoy an extended view to the outdoor by getting into these closed terraces that free them from the building boundaries yet still in the indoor. The occupant can have uninterrupted
views to the sky, the street and the neighbors as well. This solution offers an unprecedented spatial experience without any obstruction to the exterior views. Moreover, it offers a partial (double height) experience which enhances that spatial experience.
The proposed unitized curtain wall system can be pre-assembled in the factory and installed on-site easily with minimum Labor and time. The installation process is intended to take place while the building is operating, without the necessity to evacuate the building for
the renovations process. Additionally, the system encourages social interaction due to the possibility to interact and connect with neighboring offices. In typical office buildings, users barely know their colleagues and may stay working for years without knowing any of their
neighbors. Our proposed system allows for building connections between neighbors and helps for social interaction.
- STREET LINE FAÇADE TRANSFORMED INTO AN INTERACTIVE EDGE, the design propose a glass arcade that engages effectively with the pedestrians’ passers-by and offers them a shaded climatic shelter while they are existing within the building premises. It doesn’t only protect them from snow and rains, but also propose potential social activities (e.g. on the go coffee shop, and some street sitting benches) and spatial engagement with the building where they can walk in a sunny landscaped semi in-door sidewalk.
We thereby perceive the building as an active edge that interacts with the city street and its citizens.
- SKY LINE/ROOF TRANSFORMATION, in which the building’s ending and roof are such an extended experience for the building’s inhabitants with possibilities for social gatherings and engaging. During the lunch breaks and special events, inhabitants are encouraged to enjoy using the intermediate sundeck roof at the 12th floor that accommodates multiple social gathering activities (out-door gym, coffee shop, observation terrace). While the enclosed part, the design propose a set of meeting rooms varying in size that can
be booked at the concierge desk, and an indoor sunny lounge with a TV set).
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Section

1 (Base Case)Single
layered Glass
- Poor insulation
-limited daylight

2 Stage (a):
-Double layered Low-E
glass
-Light reflector (outside)

3 Stage (b):
-Double Skin, each is
double layered,
-Reflector is inside.
-the outer skin is electrochromic glass
-(*)double skin units
blocking each other
(inefficient)

4 Stage (c): (Twisting)
- view UNblocked
-1/2 the reflector is
indoor (Heat effect)
-efficient daylighting

5 Stage (d): (Slanting)
- allows sky+street views
-Double Height introduced
-efficient daylighting
-(*) upper floor is affected
due to double height

a

DESIGN ACHIEVEMENTS:
- Our design proposes an indoor terrace that is displaced out of the building perimeter in order to help inhabitants to
get free from the built boundaries and get immersed into the exterior cityscape.
- The Shifting of modules provides each office with a double-height experience and enhance the exterior views (SKY
VIEW, STREET VIEW and LONGITUDINAL PERSPECTIVE) of the streets and avenues.
- The Shifting also allows each office to have visual contact with all neighbors, encouraging social connectivity.
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(*) Disadvantage that informed our decision for the next stage
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6 Stage (e): (Splitting)
- intentionally to allow
for stage (f)

7 Stage (f): (Shifting)
- better view (unobstructed)
- all floors benefit the
two cases (with & without terrace)
-double height to all
floors

During Winter

75% increase
in Daylight
Availability

During Summer (Operable windows)

Light refectors

- The design of the curtain wall system proposed contains operable openings on its two layers. It can transform the building envelope into a ventilated facade that is operable according to the occupant need. The system adopts the natural ventilation strategy in order to reduce heat gain in the summer and avoids the green-house effect. On the
contrary, in the winter the system shall be tightly sealed to maintain the warm temperature achieved mainly by the internal heat gain. Hence the Quadruple curtain wall system
perform as an efficient insulator with high capacity of insulation that resists heat transfer all year long and hence, contributes directly into reducing the power consumption of
the HVAC systems and reduces the building carbon footprint.
- The new composite built-up curtain wall system contains a light reflectors that harvest more daylight and deliver it to deeper space of the office plan which reduce power consumption due to lighting and hence reduce carbon footprint.
Carbon Neutrality is not only concerned by reducing energy consumption and carbon emissions, but also, it is concerned by producing alternative sources of clean energy. In this context, the
use of Algae is adopted to produce electric power, and for heating, it will be grown within the new façade layers, particularly at
the blind concrete portion at the Madison Avenue façade. Currently, The Algae is widely used to produce clean energy. In order to grow Algae, It needs sunlight, water and carbon dioxide
“The biomass and heat generated by the façade are transported by a closed loop system to the building’s energy management centre, where the biomass is harvested through floatation and the heat by a heat exchanger. Because the system
is fully integrated with the building services, the excess heat
from the photobioreactors (PBRs) can be used to help supply hot water or heat the building, or stored for later use. “ (*)

67,396 kWh
of Biomass

256,104 kWh of
heat energy

(*) Source: SolarLeaf, Hamburg, Worldwide first façade system to cultivate
micro-algae to generate heat and biomass as renewable energy sources. URL:
https://www.arup.com/projects/solar-leaf

The proposed curtain wall system is a quadruple double-skin ventilated facade with the outer skin composed of the electrochromic glass
. The design adopted the unitized system which is signified by the
high-quality control during the manufacturing process which is almost
80% done in the controlled environment in the factory. Moreover, it facilitates the installation procedure since it is an entirely assembled system.
This shall be saving considerable construction time and guarantee the quality and neatness of the system. Electrochromic glass (a.k.a. smart glass
or dynamic glass) is an electronically tintable glass used for windows,
skylights, facades and curtain walls. Electrochromic glass, which can be
directly controlled by building occupants, is popular for its ability to improve occupant comfort, maximize access to daylight and outdoor views,
reduce energy costs and provide architects with more design freedom

U N I T I Z E D C U RTA I N WA L L / E L E C T R O C H R O M I C G L A S S

(ALGAE) HEATING AND POWER GENERATION

D O U B L E S K I N V E N T I L A T E D FA C A D E

33% decrease
in total energy
demand

Applying Micro-Algae on the solid
parts of the facades ; generates
power and provide heat

Sun-Deck roof attracts occupents , to interact, socialize and communicate

Proposed Arcade , accomodate social and communal activities and shelter the pedestrians from
extreme weather conditions

the overlaping Curtain wall modules offering
double height experience to all office and a
magnificient views to the city

